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INVESTMENT APPROACH  � An actively managed, best 
ideas portfolio of US large cap 
companies with hidden value and 
upside potential that we believe are 
overlooked by the market.

 � We look for high quality companies 
facing short-term controversy 
with strong market positions and 
effective management teams that 
we believe they can materially 
improve the business.

 � An actively managed, highly 
concentrated portfolio of US 
large cap companies with broad 
diversification and balanced factor 
exposures.

 � We employ a conservative, value-
oriented investment approach 
and typically invest in high quality 
companies with strong brands, 
franchises, or assets that we think 
are undervalued.

 � An actively managed portfolio that 
invests globally across the value 
spectrum aiming to deliver positive 
excess returns in a wide range of 
market environments. 

 � We include higher quality, more 
defensive “free cash flow” companies 
as well as out-of-favour, higher risk 
cyclical companies and deeper value 
turnaround situations that can offer 
greater potential upside.

 � An actively managed, go-anywhere EM 
portfolio that seeks to identify ‘forgotten’ 
stocks, under-owned and under-
researched by mainstream investors.

 � We look for signs of positive 
fundamental change within stable, 
but unloved, businesses – companies 
where we believe such scepticism is 
unwarranted and which are positioned 
to benefit from a fundamental re-rating.

NUMBER OF HOLDINGS (APPX.) 70-80 30-40 80-100 50-80

BENCHMARK1 Russell 1000 Value Net 30% Index Russell 1000 Value Net 30% Index MSCI World Index Net MSCI Emerging Markets Index Net

MORNINGSTAR SECTOR EAA Fund US Large-Cap Value Equity EAA Fund US Large-Cap Value Equity EAA Fund Global Large-Cap Value Equity EAA Fund Global Emerging Markets Equity

ISIN CODES (USD) Class A LU0133099654 
Class I  LU0133100338 
Class Q  LU0885324813

Class A  LU2187418277 
Class I  LU2187418350 
Class Q  LU2187418434

Class A  LU0859254822 
Class I  LU0859255472 
Class Q  LU1129123557 (EUR)

Class A  LU1244138183 
Class I  LU1244138340 
Class Q LU1244138852

STRATEGY LAUNCH 31.03.1990 31.03.2017 31.07.2012 30.09.2015

STRATEGY AUM US$24.6bn US$362.8m US$941.4m US$9.5bn

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
Data as at 31 March 2022 unless otherwise noted.
The Morningstar Rating is shown for the USD I share class as at 31 March 2022. 
The Morningstar Rating is updated on a monthly basis. For the latest ratings information please visit the Morningstar website.
1The manager is not constrained by the fund’s benchmark, which is used for performance comparison purposes only.
Morningstar data: ©2022 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content 
providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers 
are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For further 
information on ratings methodology please visit www.morningstar.com
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ASK US ANYTHING
For more information on T. Rowe Price  
or our funds please visit our website:
troweprice.com/valueinvesting

https://www.troweprice.com/financial-intermediary/global/en/thinking/collections/emea-collections/value-opportunity.html


GENERAL FUND RISKS
For investment professionals only. Not for further distribution.
General fund risks - to be read in conjunction with the fund specific 
risks below. Capital risk – the value of your investment will vary and 
is not guaranteed. It will be affected by changes in the exchange rate 
between the base currency of the fund and the currency in which 
you subscribed, if different. Equity risk – in general, equities involve 
higher risks than bonds or money market instruments. ESG and 
Sustainability risk – may result in a material negative impact on the 
value of an investment and performance of the fund. Geographic 
concentration risk – to the extent that a fund invests a large portion 
of its assets in a particular geographic area, its performance will be 
more strongly affected by events within that area. Hedging risk – a 
Fund’s attempts to reduce or eliminate certain risks through hedging 
may not work as intended. Investment fund risk – investing in funds 
involves certain risks an investor would not face if investing in markets 
directly. Management risk – the investment manager or its designees 
may at times find their obligations to a fund to be in conflict with their 
obligations to other investment portfolios they manage (although in 
such cases, all portfolios will be dealt with equitably). Operational risk 
– operational failures could lead to disruptions of fund operations or 
financial losses.

Key Risks
The following risks are materially relevant to T. Rowe Price Funds 
SICAV :
US Large Cap Value Equity Fund (refer to prospectus for further 
details): Small and mid-cap risk – stocks of small and mid-size 
companies can be more volatile than stocks of larger companies. 
Volatility risk – the performance of the fund has a risk of high volatility.

US Select Value Equity Fund (refer to prospectus for further 
details): Issuer concentration risk – to the extent that a fund invests 
a large portion of its assets in securities from a relatively small number 
of issuers, its performance will be more strongly affected by events 
affecting those issuers. Small and mid-cap risk – stocks of small 
and mid-size companies can be more volatile than stocks of larger 
companies. Style risk – different investment styles typically go in and 
out of favour depending on market conditions and investor sentiment. 
Volatility risk – the performance of the fund has a risk of high volatility.

Global Value Equity Fund (refer to prospectus for further details): 
Currency risk – changes in currency exchange rates could reduce 
investment gains or increase investment losses. Small and mid-cap 
risk – stocks of small and mid-size companies can be more volatile 
than stocks of larger companies. Volatility risk – the performance of 
the fund has a risk of high volatility.

Emerging Markets Discovery Fund (refer to prospectus for further 
details): Country risk (China) – all investments in China are subject 
to risks similar to those for other emerging markets investments. In 
addition, investments that are purchased or held in connection 
with a QFII licence or the Stock Connect program may be subject 
to additional risks. Country risk (Russia and Ukraine) – in these 
countries, risks associated with custody, counterparties and market 
volatility are higher than in developed countries. Country risk (Saudi 
Arabia) – in Saudi Arabia it is necessary to use a trading account to 
buy and sell securities, introducing additional third-party associated 
risks. Emerging markets risk – emerging markets are less established 
than developed markets and therefore involve higher risks. Small 
and mid-cap risk – stocks of small and mid-size companies can be 
more volatile than stocks of larger companies. Stock connect risk – 
the fund may invest in certain Shanghai-listed and Shenzhen-listed 
securities (“Stock Connect Securities”) through the Shanghai-Hong 
Kong Stock Connect or the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect 
respectively (“Stock Connect”). This mechanism carries higher risk. 
Style risk – different investment styles typically go in and out of favour 
depending on market conditions and investor sentiment. Volatility 
risk – the performance of the fund has a risk of high volatility.

Important information
The Funds are sub-funds of the T.  Rowe Price Funds SICAV, a 
Luxembourg investment company with variable capital which is 
registered with Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier 
and which qualifies as an undertaking for collective investment 
in transferable securities (“UCITS”). Full details of the objectives, 
investment policies and risks are located in the prospectus which 
is available with the key investor information documents in English 
and in an official language of the jurisdictions in which the Funds are 
registered for public sale, together with the articles of incorporation 
and the annual and semi-annual reports (together “Fund 
Documents”). Any decision to invest should be made on the basis of 
the Fund Documents which are available free of charge from the local 
representative, local information/paying agent or from authorised 
distributors. They can also be found along with a summary of investor 
rights in English at www.troweprice.com. The Management Company 
reserves the right to terminate marketing arrangements. 

This material is being furnished for general informational and/
or marketing purposes only. The material does not constitute 
or undertake to give advice of any nature, including fiduciary 
investment advice, nor is it intended to serve as the primary basis 
for an investment decision. Prospective investors are recommended 
to seek independent legal, financial and tax advice before making 
any investment decision. T. Rowe Price group of companies including 

T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates receive revenue from 
T. Rowe Price investment products and services. Past performance 
is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of 
an investment and any income from it can go down as well as up. 
Investors may get back less than the amount invested.

The material does not constitute a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a 
personal or general recommendation or solicitation to sell or buy any 
securities in any jurisdiction or to conduct any particular investment 
activity. The material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority 
in any jurisdiction.

Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived 
from sources believed to be reliable and current; however, we cannot 
guarantee the sources’ accuracy or completeness. There is no 
guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. 

The views contained herein are as of the date noted on the material 
and are subject to change without notice; these views may differ from 
those of other T.  Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. 
Under no circumstances should the material, in whole or in part, be 
copied or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price.

The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which 
prohibit or restrict the distribution of the material and in certain 
countries the material is provided upon specific request. It is not 
intended for distribution to retail investors in any jurisdiction. 

EEA – Unless indicated otherwise this material is issued and 
approved by T.  Rowe Price (Luxembourg) Management S.à r.l. 35 
Boulevard du Prince Henri L-1724 Luxembourg which is authorised 
and regulated by the Luxembourg Commission de Surveillance du 
Secteur Financier. For Professional Clients only.

Switzerland – Issued in Switzerland by T. Rowe Price (Switzerland) 
GmbH, Talstrasse 65, 6th Floor, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland. First 
Independent Fund Services Ltd, Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich is 
Representative in Switzerland. Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 
215, CH-8008 Zurich is the Paying Agent in Switzerland. For Qualified 
Investors only.

UK – This material is issued and approved by T.  Rowe Price 
International Ltd, 60 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4N 4TZ which 
is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority.  
For Professional Clients only.

© 2022 T.  Rowe Price. All Rights Reserved. T.  ROWE PRICE, 
INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE, and the Bighorn Sheep design are, 
collectively and/or apart, trademarks of T.  Rowe Price Group, Inc. 
CCON0114736 | 202205-2184971

For more information on T. Rowe Price and our investment capabilities, please visit our website:

troweprice.com/intermediaries
troweprice.com/institutional

https://www.troweprice.com
http://troweprice.com/intermediaries
http://troweprice.com/institutional

